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About the Author: After twenty years in academia, Michael Foley began farming first in southern 
Maryland, and then in Willits, California, where he, his wife, and oldest daughter currently 
operate the small, diversified Green Uprising Farm. Foley is cofounder of the School of Adaptive 
Agriculture and currently manages his local farmers market. He has also served as vice president of 
the Mendocino County Farmers’ Market Association and president of Little Lake Grange. 

O ver the past seventy years, the industrial farming system and its ruinous practices have exhausted our soils, poi-
soned our groundwater, and provided the basis for a food culture that is making most of our population sick. In 

order to move forward, toward a more regenerative and sustainable form of agriculture, we must look back to recover 
the lessons that traditional agricultural societies can teach us about subsistence, stewardship, social organization, 
community, and resilience. 

Farming for the Long Haul by author and organic farmer Michael Foley is the guide to building a viable small farm 
economy—one that can withstand the economic, political, and climatic shock waves that the twenty-first  
century portends. 

Topics covered include:

• Economic Sustainability vs. Profitability: Large-scale corporate agriculture and predatory farm lending have 
driven many small farmers out of business and placed short-term profits over long-term economic and eco-
logical sustainability.

• Subsistence First: The need for more diverse, less specialized farms to feed not just farmers, but their local  
communities.

• Resilience: Adopting strategies from traditional farm cultures that can help us build resilience into our own 
agricultural systems in the face of a changing climate.

• Conserving Natural Resources: Re-learning and applying time-tested methods for  
conserving water and building long-term soil fertility.

• Access to Land: Private ownership is not the only option when it comes to land acquisition. It is important to 
consider examples of farm cultures that worked land cooperatively and successfully to make getting access to 
land, especially for young farmers, easier and more affordable.

This book is part of Chelsea Green Publishing’s NEW FARMER LIBRARY, a series collecting innovative ideas, hard-
earned wisdom, and practical advice from pioneers of the ecological farming movement—for the next generation. 
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